Nomination Form for Storytelling Resource Awards
The information below is needed for all nominated resources for the Storytelling World Resource
Awards. Only ONE nomination form is needed from any contact person or publisher during the year—
whether a single resource or several items are submitted. The needed information may be transmitted in
any desired fashion: emailed, handwritten, or completed via the web. Communication from the
Storytelling World Awards committee will be sent ONLY to the e-mail address of the contact person
identified on this form.
Mail this form and one copy of all nominated resources to Dr. Flora Joy, Storytelling World
Awards, 108 Oak Grove Boulevard, Johnson City, TN 37601. Do not mail anything
requiring a signature. Within two weeks of the receipt of your shipment, an email message will be sent
informing you of its arrival. If you do not receive this e-mail, you will know your resources did not reach
us.
Name of nominator/contact person: ________________________________________________________
Email address of contact person (required):
_____________________________________________________________________________________
[Note: Please write CLEARLY. If your e-mail address changes during the nomination year, please inform Dr. Joy.]

Daytime telephone of contact person: ______________________________________________________
[Note: This will be used ONLY if the email address malfunctions.]

Below is a sample of the text that will appear with the honored resources. Link to a recent year of honored
resources to see how the site works and how the web sites are hotlinked for potential buyers. Our staff
will automatically generate lines 1-3, so you will not need to send any suggestions.
(Line 1) Title of honored resource
(Line 2) A brief annotation of the resource written by our staff
(Line 3) by John Doe
(Line 4) Simmons and Harcrest Publishers
(Line 5) www.simmonsandharcrestpublishers.com
Line 4 will be printed ONLY if the resource is produced through a publishing firm. If so, give the exact
spelling of the publishing firm:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Web site address for Line 5:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
TITLE(S) of all nominated resources in this shipment [followed by YEAR* of publication for each one].
*If the copyright YEAR is NOT actually printed on the resource during publication, it won’t be considered for these awards.

Use extra paper if needed, or put your complete list on separate paper, packing slip, etc.:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

